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Andrea Maxand
Genre:
Locale:
Previously of:
Write to:

Guitar Rock
Seattle
The Minerals
maxand@ghostweed.com

Andrea Maxand started writing songs for
the Bellingham, Washington pop act the Minerals
in 1998. Since then she’s returned to her native
Seattle and written and recorded two solo albums
for Montesano Records: the 2001 LP Angel Hat
and the follow-up Paper Cut EP in 2002—both
produced by Chris Walla, acclaimed for his work
with the Long Winters, Hot Hot Heat, and his
own band Death Cab for Cutie.

“One of Seattle's most distinctive
talents — her songs are strong and
physical, but they're also filled with
lyrical nuance and double meaning.”
—Sean Nelson, The Stranger
Maxand’s third release Where the Words Go
features Death Cab’s rhythm section: drummer
Jason McGerr and bassist Nick Harmer. To complement the fuller, more ambitious sound she
enlisted producer and multi-instrumentalist
Charles R. Keller, another perennial of the
Bellingham and Seattle scenes and a member
(along with McGerr) of Neo and Eureka Farm.
Keller and Maxand recorded the album at Avast!
studios in January 2003.
Maxand’s shows in support of Angel Hat—
solo and with Keller and McGerr—earned her
bills with Kristin Hersh, Heather Duby, Mary
Lou Lord and John Auer, as well as favorable

attention from KEXP and the Stranger. Since May
of 2003 she’s been playing with a new band, where
Shi Kai Wang’s bass and Adde Russell’s drums
back up Maxand’s voice and guitar. They’ve scheduled a handful of west coast dates for March
2004, with plans for a national tour forthcoming.

“The breakthrough album by the
Northwest’s best-kept secret.”
—Chris Burlingame, Rockrgrl Magazine

For a quick introduction to the album and
Maxand’s unique presence in the Northwest indie
scene, listen to these stand-outs:
– Strung up on McGerr’s virtuosic polyrhythms,
“Cassie’s Song” (1) is a tense, angular rocker.
– “Shape of Hands” (8) pays tribute to
Maxand’s pop roots with a deceptively sugary
radio song reminiscent of Sinéad O’Connor.
– And closing lullaby “Bedroom Window” (9)
updates Built to Spill’s grainy melodicism with a
stark intimacy.

Angel Hat

Where the Words Go

November 6, 2001 (on Montesano Records)
CD-LP, 11 songs, 38 minutes
mts016

May 4, 2004
CD-LP
9 songs, 39 minutes
gwp004
SRP $12.00

“With just a guitar, brilliant lyrics and shining
vocals, Maxand has created a radiant debut.”
—Melissa Morris, Splendid E-Zine

1. Cassie’s Song
2. Half a Joke
3. Winners
“Great songwriting and a stunning voice. She
4. Everyone Can See You runs the gamut from biting to ethereal and seems to do it all with ease.”
5. Here Comes
—Jennifer Patton, Delusions of Adequacy
the Revolution
6. Columns
7. Song in Two Parts
July 12, 2002 (on Montesano Records)
8. The Shape of Hands
CD-EP, 6 songs, 21 minutes
mts019
9. Bedroom Window

Paper Cut

“By turns urgent and intimate, it eclipses much
of the Oly-influenced indie-chick set by proving
that real emotion doesn't have to equal a lack of
technical, vocal, or songwriting proficiency.”
—Barbara Mitchell, The Stranger
for a digital copy or additional materials visit www.ghostweed.com or www.andreamaxand.com

